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Eric Vaughan should get a medal

The Web is littered with Windows tips and tweaks, may of dubious quality and accuracy. Eric Vaughan’s
TweakHound is one of the few sites that actually tests and rejects the bogus tweaks. If you’re thinking about
making some changes to your registry because some random site told you it would speed things up, I suggest
visiting the Bad Tweaks page first:

Many of these once worked in some version of Windows and virtually every tweak guide and
program use these tweaks. My guide also used to contain some of them. It has taken a considerable
amount of research and testing to come to these conclusions. While others have incorporated these
into other guides and tried to pass it on as their own work I’ve done the investigation and
benchmarking (and AFAIK I was the first to publish these en masse on the web). I’ve Googled up
one side of the net and down the other. Sometimes I think I’ve seen every page at Microsoft. I’ve
hosed installs, applied and removed settings, and spent more time tracking the registry than I care to
admit (far more than I would like my wife to know about!).

Nicely done, Eric.

Posted in Windows, Tips | By Ed Bott
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October 4th, 2005 at 8:19 am

Tweaks both brilliant and bogus

Ever tried a touted tweak to your PC only to discover that it didn’t work or, worse, did some damage?
Then you’ll appreciate Ed Bott’s link to TweakHound, which not only offers solid, reliable tweaks, but
perhaps more importantly tells…

2. Ken Says: 

October 5th, 2005 at 4:45 pm

Some of the most useful “tweaks” of all are the ones that take place between the ears. There is more useful
performance information in Ed’s recent tips regarding Task Manager than I have found over the Internet
over the last five years. The key is understanding what affects everyday performance, both positively and
negatively. This is primarily what Task Manager is for, at least as Ed has taught me how to use it.
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Who is this guy?

Ed Bott is an award-winning technology journalist with more than two decades' experience writing for
mainstream media outlets and online publications, including stints as editor of the U.S. edition of PC
Computing and managing editor of PC World; both publications had monthly paid circulation in excess of
1 million during his tenure. He is the author of more than 25 books on Microsoft Windows and Office,
including the best-selling Microsoft Windows XP Inside Out, Second Edition.
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